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The Welsh Centre held its first public lecture at Cardiff University on 25 November, 

2015 with Prof. Brian Golding OBE speaking on ?Advances in weather forecasting and their 
potential in building resilience.? Since then we have also held public lectures at Swansea 
University, Aberystwyth University, and the University of Chester in England. Our public 
lectures are open to the public and attract audience members who are both professionals and 
amateurs who share an interest in weather related sciences.

As a group we have diverse interests and backgrounds that include marine weather, 
climatology, micro-meteorology, hydrology, extreme weather events, and oceanography. We 
wish to promote an interest in weather and weather related sciences within Wales.
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The Welsh Centre committee welcomes suggestions for future talks and offers of 

help from anyone who would like to get more involved in helping to run the centre. If you know 
of a group of individuals who would be interested in hosting a public lecture at a venue outside 
of Cardiff or Swansea please contact us with a possible topic and venue and we will try to find 
a speaker for your group.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/RMetSWales [3]

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RMetSWales [4]

Contact: Michaela Bray [1]

Upcoming meetings

Wednesday, May 1, 2024 - 15:00  - 
Masterclass | Drought in a Future Climate [5]

Wednesday, May 8, 2024 - 13:00  - 
Climate Change Impacts on the Arctic, Antarctic and High Mountain Glaciers [6]

Wednesday, May 15, 2024 - 12:00  - 
Symons Gold Medal Lecture: On Missing Gravity-Wave Forces, and Scientific 
Understanding [7]

Wednesday, May 22, 2024 - 12:45  - 
The Royal Meteorological Society?s National Meeting and AGM 2024 [8]
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Wednesday, June 5, 2024 - 12:00  - 
WesCon/WOEST The Wessex Convection Experiment 2023 [9]

View all events [10]

Past Meetings [11]
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